
American HODL

Of all the colourful characters in the bitcoin show, my favourite is American HODL. A frequent spokesperson for
his generation (maybe 30ish), he has been a bitcoiner since his early 20s. During that time he got married, had
children and rode the roller coaster.

His most recent podcast summarises his general view of the world. It’s long and comes with a health warning
because it might be too colourful for some of you. As a taster, here’s an extract:

(1:18:29) was talking to my wife about this the other day that basically like the truth sucks right like the truth is
painful man it's always painful it's way better to live in a delusion or in a fantasy and most people do live in a
delusion or in a fantasy so there's like this very small percentage of the world who is willing to engage with
radical truth, 100% truth and it's mainly a negative for your life it's kind of a got a lot of downsides because
number one other people don't

(1:19:05) want to hear the truth so if you say it to them they don't want to hear it from you, number two you see
how awful most things actually are right like be like behind the the curtain that's covering them up most things
are pretty terrible right the way the world works is pretty terrible and it's kind of the same as in ancient times it's
still all the same the stuff you think is like thuggery from the Roman Empire where they would just show up to a
senator's house and just kill

(1:19:32) his family in front of him that still goes on it just has new names but it's the same thing right and so in a
way seeing the world in an honest and transparent fashion is brutal and the individuals that engage in it are they
do it only because they are compelled to do so and they simply must because they need to to order their world in
the correct fashion uh but the silver lining of it is it allows you to read financial markets pretty easily and you can
get rich doing it so like if you see the world clearly the silver lining is you

(1:20:04) get to get rich the the rest of it is all awful but the getting rich part is pretty good you know also I think
scientist scientists shared this too because science is a brutal horrible awful thorny process if done correctly not
modeling as science I'm talking about real science where you're testing hypothesis is and every day you go into
lab and you're just getting your d*** kicked in because none of the results match what you thought was going to
happen that's real science and you know those

(1:20:30) guys do it for they do it for the leveling up of humanity they do it because uh you know it's it's rewarding
work but really they they simply just have to see the world that way it's like you're you're sort of like touched by
God in a certain way where you just simply must engage with truth because yeah the the truth is awful and and
no other human being wants wants to deal with it so you become like the uh you know the scapegoat here
where you're you're the only person you know who engages with it.

The idea that engaging directly with what is true, irrespective of anything else, is both painful and profitable. Is it
true that in most cases we simply outsource those decisions? Is it easier just to eat what we get fed, give our
money to Australian Super and hope for the best. I think it is.

Who wants to do the homework? Who wants to be unpopular? Who wants to say the thing that can’t be said?
American HODL, however extreme, has done those things for years now and he’s been incredibly successful.

It’s a different point of view, some of you might find it refreshing.

Raoul’s back

Global Macro Investor’s Raoul Pal was back this week with a simple claim. The more global liquidity there is, the
more some assets will go up. His question; “it couldn’t be that simple could it?”

https://youtu.be/l60Icq0YAqY?si=edOcOSeNxlwQBu8w&t=380
https://x.com/RaoulGMI/status/1754208207239585898?s=20


“Optically driving up asset prices.”

It seems rather obvious to me that with governments so heavily indebted, the price of everything must continue
to rise, because there is no other option. There will of course be adjustments and crashes but the mirage of
financial repression is here and now.

We have covered this before. Again, I recommend this excellent podcast by Russell Napier, in which he
describes the strategy of “stealing money from old people slowly.”

Financial repression means some assets relatively collapse. Many of them will be in your super fund, bonds,
commercial real estate etc.

Price is just a number. Everything can keep going up and the thing you are holding can still relatively collapse if
you don’t hold the scarce thing.

Remember the Austrian 100 year bond from 2020? They had $16 billion in orders for that instrument. Down 67%
since, but we don’t hear about it.

Financial repression isn’t coming, it’s here.

RBA

Change is coming. The new PR appointee at the RBA Sally Cray is an ex Malcolm Turnbull spinner and
presumably choreographed Wednesday’s press conference and data. In the Philip Lowe era, we didn’t get
much. Perhaps a few staid words and that was it till next time.

I’d like to make one observation on all this. I am reminded of the corporate world; leaders, particularly new ones,
like to change things to embed their authority. You often see it in the annual reports of major companies who
instantiate major programs for their employees about whatever the topic du jour is. An example from the
Westpac 2023 report:

“More than 10,000 of our people are involved in one of our 10 Employee Advocacy Groups and together they
work to strengthen inclusion. These groups provide a platform for targeted learning and development via

mentoring such as ‘Curious and Wise’ that partners younger and mature employees, shadowing programs to
promote cultural diversity and summits for learning and connection.”

That sounds good. Except it's pretty much what naturally happens. You learn from your older peers, they help
you and then you respect them for doing so. It requires no ‘Advocacy Group’. Indeed the very presence of such
an advocacy group is a net negative. My point specifically is that what was excellent about workplaces (that you
learn from others) is destroyed by the needless program. Let’s face it, apprenticeships are thousands of years
old.

So it will be with the RBA. The new press conferences will excite people, there will be data to write about and
words to dissect and we will have fun mocking them. It will be jolly, but it will be worse.

The staff will forget that the very best central banks and central bankers accept that they do not know. So, they
operate with humility. This will be replaced by the hubris of ‘data driven’ psychopaths who in fact believe that
they do know the likely outcome of an infinitely complex system.

It just seems that so often, what is already very good is forgotten when change comes along. After an
unbelievable, likely never to be repeated, period of stability in the Australian economy, there was no analysis (at
least to my knowledge) of what was done correctly.

https://www.listedreserve.com/a-crisis/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfwJFpUzRWk
https://www.afr.com/rear-window/reserve-bank-s-new-era-reunites-turnbull-s-spinners-20240205-p5f2hh


We have some Westpac readers, so back to you briefly. If I were Westpac I would simply do this, forgetting all
the nonsense. Have a marketing campaign for the next 20 years that hammers this message:

“We sponsor every surf club in Australia, have done so for 50 years and we will for the next 50. We put the
helicopter in the sky. For that reason alone you should have your mortgage with us.”

Simple messaging around the things you do well. Helicopters and mortgages.

The RBA should do the same.

El Salvador elections

Down in San Salvador, the President was just re-elected with 85% of the popular vote. Again while he is hugely
domestically popular, he is still an enemy of the state in the USA. Some senators demanded action against his
re-election.

Seems a bit rich coming from the USA. After all, nobody is arguing the elections were unfair. Certainly they are
less contested than the last US election.

Still, El Salvador remains in a difficult fiscal position. Bukele gets five more years but isn’t out of the woods. The
IMF won’t help either unless he removes the legal tender status from Bitcoin.

It’s a small country of 6 million people. The outcome here though might be significant and five more years will
certainly help.

Euro-Trash

It’s pretty clear now that we don’t have recessions anymore. I’m glad because they were annoying and pesky
and occasionally meant that politicians lost their jobs.

The German economy shrank 0.3% last year. In an environment where inflation is running at near 10% at some
stages, it's anyone's guess how much smaller the economy really is, but there was and is no recession.



It feels as though the word has been removed from the economic lexicon. They used to be welcomed as a clean
out of debt but now they are gone.

Take the UK. Its last recession was apparently 2008/9. Yet its stock market has massively underperformed
nearly everything else. In 2009 the FTSE 100 stood at 6,930, last week it closed at 7,615. 10% higher, in fifteen
years. All the more remarkable because GDP figures are adjusted for inflation so I consider them entirely false.
At least the FTSE 100 is a nominal price which we can compare.

In real terms then the FTSE has done nothing but go backwards for more than a decade. Any recessions
though? No.

So now the curse of economic falsehood has hit Germany. Its economy will shrink for decades. GDP will steadily
‘rise’ though and there will be no recession.


